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Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of
 4characteristic zero with a root basis p s a , . . . , a , root system D, and1 n
Cartan subalgebra h. One may associate to any non-empty subset p 9 n p
a parabolic subalgebra p , which is defined by the following root spacep 9
decomposition
p s h [ g [ g .[ [p 9 a ya
agD agNp 9lDq q
  : 4Then p s z [ s [ m , where z s h g h N a , h s 0 ;a g p 9p 9 p 9 p 9 p 9 p 9
and s denotes the semisimple part of p generated by the rootp 9 p 9
subspaces g , "a g p 9. The nilpotent part m of p then decomposesa p 9 p 9
  .into a direct sum of z -isotypical components m [ m g m N ad z mp 9 x p 9
 . 4s x z m ;z g z , x g h*. Consider the adjoint action of s on m .p 9 p 9 p 9
 .THEOREM 1 B. Kostant . The z -isotypical components of m arep 9 p 9
simple s -modules.p 9
w x wKostant's proof of this result can be found in 1, 2.1 or in 3, Theorem
x8.13.3 , where it is applied to a geometric description of minimal orbital
varieties and to a classification of compact isotropy irreducible riemannian
manifolds, respectively.
The aim of the present work, as suggested by A. Joseph, was to
investigate possible extensions of this theorem of Kostant for affine
algebras. It turns out that it remains valid for z -isotypical components ofp 9
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m in which root spaces are one-dimensional; but not in general. How-p 9
ever, in all cases it is possible to give a complete description of s -modulep 9
structure of z -isotypical components.p 9
 4Let g be an affine algebra with a root basis p s a , a , . . . , a and0 1 l
Chevalley generators e , f , i s 0, . . . , l. We denote the coroot basis asi i
k  k k4p s a , . . . , a and introduce the generalized Cartan matrix of g as0 l
 . l  k:. lA s a s a , a . Since g is affine any proper principali j i, js0 j i i, js0
submatrix of A decomposes into a direct sum of matrices of finite type.
r e im r e  im.Let D s D " D be the root system of g , where D respectively D
 .stands for the set of real respectively imaginary roots. We also write
Q s Zp , Q s Np , and introduce a partial ordering G on h* by settingq
 .l G m if l y m g Q . A root a ) 0 respectively a - 0 is called positiveq
 . wrespectively negative . We denote by D the set of positive roots. By 2,q
xTheorem 5.6 the set of positive imaginary roots of g is of the form
im  q4 lD s nd N n g N , where d s  a a with a being coordinates ofq is0 i i i
the unique vector ¨ such that A¨ s 0 and a are positive relatively primei
 k:integers. Clearly d , a s 0 for j s 0, . . . , l.j
Let us denote as g the subalgebra in g generated by e , f , i s 1, . . . , l.Ê i i
Then g is a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra with a root basisÊ
 4p s a , . . . , a , whose Dynkin diagram is obtained by removing the 0thÊ 1 l
Êvertex from the Dynkin diagram of g. Denote by h the linear span over C
k k Êof a , . . . , a ; then its dual h* is the linear span over C of a , . . . , a . Thel 1 l
Ê Ê Ê r eset D s D l h* is a root system of g. Clearly, D ; D and is finite;Ê
Ê Ê Ê ÊD s D l D is a set of positive roots of g. Let us denote by D and DÊq q s l
the sets of short and long roots of g , respectively. An ith vertex of DynkinÊ
diagram is called special, if d y a a is a positive root of g. One mayi i
replace the 0th vertex in the definition of g by any special vertex of theÊ
Dynkin diagram of g in the above consideration. We use standard nota-
 r . w xtion X from 2, Sect. 4.8 for the types of affine algebras. If r s 1 thenN
N s l and g is of type X . In other cases r is the order of the diagramÊ N
automorphism of a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra of type X s A ,N 2 l
A , D , E , or D being 2 for the first four cases and 3 for the last.2 ly1 lq1 6 4
Then g is of type C , C , B , F , or G , respectively. Let us also introduceÊ l l l 4 2
u [ d y a a s l a a . Recall that a s 2 for g of type A2. and0 0 js1 j j 0 2 l
1. 2. w xa s 1 otherwise. If g is of type X or A , then, by 2, Proposition 6.4 ,0 N 2 l
Êu is the unique root in D of maximal height. For g of all other types u is
Êthe unique root in D of maximal height.s
Let us fix some non-empty subset p 9 n p . Let p be a parabolicp 9
subalgebra corresponding to p 9. Then, as before, p s z [ s [ m .p 9 p 9 p 9 p 9
 .Set r s s [ z . We denote by V m a set of weights of a z -iso-p 9 p 9 p 9 x p 9
typical component m of m . Since D is not a finite set, there arex p 9 q
infinitely many z -isotypical components. However, observe that thep 9
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 .coefficients of p _ p 9 take a fixed value in each subset V m . From thex
w x  .description of D in 2, Sect. 6.3 it follows that the V m are finite andx
the m are finite dimensional s -modules. The following is crucial forx p 9
further consideration.
 .  .  4LEMMA 1. Suppose a g V m . Then V m s a q Zp 9 l D .x x q
Proof. This is immediate.
wLet us denote as h the Cartan subalgebra of s . Then, similar to 1,p 9 p 9
x2.1 , h s h [ z is an orthogonal direct sum decomposition for thep 9 p 9
 . w xnon-degenerate symmetric bilinear form ?N ? on h defined in 2, Sect. 6.2 .
Identifying h and h* through this form, h becomes Cp 9 and z sp 9 p 9
 .HCp 9 . Given l g h* ( h let l s l9 q l0 be its decomposition accord-
ing to the above direct sum, which we call its p 9-decomposition. If l,
  .H. m g Q with l y m g Zp 9 then 0 s l y m N Zp 9 s l0 y m0 N
 .H.Zp 9 forcing l0 s m0.
 . lq1  .For a vector ¨ s ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ g R we write ¨ ) 0 ¨ G 0 if all0 1 l
 .  4¨ ) 0 ¨ G 0 . We denote I s 0, 1, . . . , l and for a given subset p 9 n pi i
 4write I9 s j g I N a g p 9 .j
LEMMA 2. Let p 9 be a proper subset of p connected as a subdiagram.
l  k:Take l s  k a , k g Q such that l, a G 0 for all j g I9. Denotejs0 j j j q j
 .k9 s k . Then either k9 ) 0 or k9 s 0. In particular, if a g p 9 andj jg I9 j
 .  .k ) 0 respecti¨ ely k s 0 , then k9 ) 0 respecti¨ ely k9 s 0 .j j
 .Proof. Set A9 s a . Then A9 is an indecomposable matrix ofi j i, jg I9
finite type. One has
l
k k :  :l, a s k a , ai j j i
js0
l
s a k s a k q a k G 0, i g I9.  i j j i j j i j j
js0 jgI9 jgI_I9
The sum over I9 is exactly the ith component of the vector A9k9. Since the
sum over I _ I9 is non-positive because a F 0 if i / j, one may concludei j
w xthat A9k9 G 0. But then, by 2, Theorem 4.3 , either k9 ) 0 or k9 s 0.
 k:A weight l g h* is said to be p 9-dominant if l, a g N for allj
 .j g I9. Let V l be the corresponding simple r -module with highestp 9
weight l.
LEMMA 3. Let p 9 be a proper subset of p and l, m g Q be p 9-dominantq
weights. Let l s l9 q l0, m s m9 q m0 be their p 9-decomposition. Then
 .l9 N m9 G 0. Moreo¨er, if l9, m9 ha¨e at least one non-zero coefficient of the
 .same a for some j g I9 then l9 N m9 ) 0.j
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 k:  k:Proof. If l is a p 9-dominant weight then l9, a s l, a yj j
 k:  k:l0, a s l, a g N for all j g I9. Write m9 s  m a . Then, byj j jg I9 j j
Lemma 2, m G 0 hencej
1
k :l9 N m9 s m l9 N a s m a N a l9, a G 0. .  .  . j j j j j j2jgI9 jgI9
Suppose that the coefficient of some a g p 9 is positive in both l9, m9.j
Then by Lemma 2 the coefficients m in m9 with respect to the connectedk
component p X of p 9 containing a are all positive. Since the submatrix AXj j j
of A corresponding to p X is an indecomposable matrix of finite type,j
X  k: Xdet A ) 0. Thus if l9, a s 0 for all a g p then the coefficients ofj k k j
p X in l9 form a non-zero vector ¨ such that AX ¨ s 0, which is impossible.j j
Xk :  .Thus, l9, a ) 0 for at least one a g p and hence l9 N m9 ) 0.k k j
 .LEMMA 4. Let m be a z -isotypical component of m . Then V mx p 9 p 9 x
contains at most one imaginary root of g.
 .  .Proof. Suppose n d , n d g V m . Then n y n d g Zp 9. Since1 2 x 1 2
supp d s p q p 9 this forces n s n .1 2
 . r e q  .By the above V m ; D or there exists n g N such that V m lx q x
im  4 qD s nd . Conversely since supp d s p then for any n g N there existsq
 .a z -isotypical component m such that nd g V m . We start from thep 9 x x
simplest case which extends the Kostant theorem.
PROPOSITION 1. Let m be a z -isotypical component of m such thatx p 9 p 9
 . r eV m ; D . Then m is a simple s -module.x q x p 9
w xProof. The idea of the proof is similar to 1, 2.1 . Let l, m be
p 9-highest weights of m . In particular l, m are real roots and l y m gx
Zp 9. Let l s l9 q l0, m s m9 q m0 be their p 9-decomposition. Then
 .  .  .a [ l0 s m0 / 0 and l N m s l9 N m9 q a N a .
 .  .  .Suppose l N m F 0. By Lemma 3 one has l9 N m9 G 0 hence a N a
 .F 0. Since the form ?N ? is positive semidefinite on Rp with kernel Rd ,
 .one concludes that a N a s 0 and a g Qd . In particular, there exist m,
n g Nq relatively prime such that ma s nd .
 4  .Suppose m s 1. Then a s nd s l y l9 g l q Zp 9 l D s V mq x
 . r eby Lemma 1. This contradicts V m ; D . Suppose m ) 1. Recall thatx q
d s  a a . Since the coefficients of p _ p 9 in a are integers, all thejg I j j
coefficients a , j g I _ I9 must be divisible by m. In particular gcd a N j gj j
4.  4I _ I9 ) 1. Thus the set I s j g I N a s 1 is contained in I9. For g of1 j
2.  4 2.any type except A one has 0 g I while I s l for g of type A . Then2 l 1 1 2 l
the coefficients of a , j g I in a are nrm f Z. Since l, m g Q , thej 1 q
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 .coefficients of a , j g I in l9, m9 must be non-zero. Then l9 N m9 ) 0 byj 1
 .Lemma 3, hence l N m ) 0 and we get a contradiction.
 .Thus, we have proved that l N m ) 0. Then l y m is a root of sp 9
forcing l s m. Consequently m is simple.x
From now on given a z -isotypical component m of m we supposep 9 x p 9
 . qthat nd g V m for some unique n g N . Such an isotypical componentx
need not be a simple s -module though sometimes this is the case. Let usp 9
 .denote as N p 9 the number of connected components in p 9 and write
 . w x  .M n [ mult nd [ dim g . Recall 2, Corollary 8.3 that M rm s l,nd
 r .  .m g Z for g of type X . If r s 2, 3 and n k 0 mod r , one hasN
 .  .  .M n s N y l r r y 1 .
 .   .  . 4  .Set V m s l g V m N l q a f V m , ;a g p 9 and H mqq x x x x
<  . <s V m . Except possibly nd this is just the set of highest weights ofqq x
 .the simple r -submodules of m . Indeed, if nd f V m thenp 9 x qq x
 . r e  .V m ; D hence for any l g V m one has dim g s 1 andqq x q qq x l
 .  k:e g s 0 for all i g I9. For any l g h* with l, a s 0, ; i g I9 let Ci l i l
 .denote the one-dimensional r -module with highest weight l. Let C mp 9 x
 .denote the multiplicity of C in m . Given l g V m observe thatnd x qq x
the p 9-decomposition of l takes the form l s l9 q nd with l9 g Np 9 a
p 9-highest weight.
LEMMA 5. Let m be a z -isotypical component of m such thatx p 9 p 9
 .nd g V m . Then nd is a weight of e¨ery simple submodule of m .x x
 .  .  .Proof. Decompose l g V m as above. Then V l ( V l9 m C .qq x nd
 .  .Since l9 g Np 9 one has V l9 / 0 and so V l / 0 as required.0 nd
PROPOSITION 2. Let m be a z -isotypical component of m such thatx p 9 p 9
 . q  .   .  ..nd g V m for some n g N . Then 0 - H m F min M n , N p 9 .x x
 .  .Proof. By Lemma 5 one has H m F M n , so it is sufficient to provex
 .  .  .  4that H m F N p 9 . By Lemma 1, V m s nd q Zp 9 l D . Ifx x q
 .  4  .  .V m s nd then H m s 1 F N p 9 . Otherwise take l, m gqq x x
r e  .D l V m and let l s l9 q nd and m s m9 q nd be their p 9-q qq x
decomposition. Then l9 and m9 are p 9-dominant integral weights and so
 .  .  .l N m s l9 N m9 G 0. If l N m ) 0 then l s m as in Proposition 1, so
 . Xwe can assume l9 N m9 s 0. Let p 9 s " p be its decomposition intoj j
 . Xconnected components as subdiagrams . Then we can write l9 s  l ,j j
X  .  X X . X X X Xm9 s  m and l9 N m9 s  l N m with l , m g Np and p -domi-j j j j j j j j j
 X X .nant. Therefore, by Lemmas 2 and 3, l N m G 0 with equality if and onlyj j
X X  .  .if l or m or both equal to zero. Thus, H m F N p 9 .j j x
COROLLARY 1. A z -isotypical component m of m with one-dimen-p 9 x p 9
sional weight spaces is a simple s -module.p 9
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 . r eProof. If V m ; D the assertion is Proposition 1. One may assumex
 .  4  .  .V m / nd and then H m F 1 by Proposition 2 and C m s 0qq x x x
by Lemma 5. Together they imply simplicity.
Our present goal is to discover the s -module structure of z -isotypi-p 9 p 9
cal components containing a unique weight space of dimension ) 1. Let
us denote as p X the connected component of p 9 containing a . Let us0 0
 4 Y Xalso introduce p 0 s p 9 _ a and p s p 0 l p .0 0 0
LEMMA 6. Let p 9 be a proper subset of p . Let us assume that i, j g I9,
i / j such that nd q a , nd q a , nd q a q a g Dr e . Then nd " a . ai j i j q i j
g Dr e if and only if a q a f D .q i j q
Proof. Suppose that a q a f D and denote l [ nd q a q a .i j q i j
 k:  k:  k:  k:Then a , a s a , a s 0 hence l, a s l, a s 2. But l gi j j i i j
r e  k:  k: r eD _ p « l y l, a a , l y l, a a g D whence the assertion fol-q i i j j q
lows.
Conversely, suppose that nd " a . a g Dr e and a q a g D . Theni j q i j q
 k:a , a - 0 and, therefore, a [ nd q a q 2a , b [ nd q 2a q a gi j i j i j
r e  .  .D . Since a " b f D one has 0 s a N b s a q 2a N 2a q a sq i j i j
 .  ..  .  .  .2 a N a q a N a q 5 a N a . If say a N a G a N a then a si i j j i j i i j j i j
1 .  .  . .y1 and a N a s ya a N a hence 0 s 2 q a a N a / 0.i i ji j j ji j j2
LEMMA 7. Let p 9 be a proper subset of p and m be a z -isotypicalx p 9
 . qcomponent of m such that nd g V m for some n g N . Take i, j g I9,p 9 x
 .  .  .i / j such that nd q a , nd q a g V m hence f g / 0, f gi j x i ndqa j ndqai j
 .  .  ./ 0. Then f g s f g if and only if nd q a q a g V mi ndqa j ndqa i j xi j
 .and at least one of nd " a . a belongs to V m .i j x
  ..Proof. We use multiplicative notation for the action of s or U sp 9 p 9
 .  4 on m . Observe that by Lemmas 1 and 4 one has V m _ nd s nd qx x
4 r eZp 9 l D .q
 .  .Suppose f g s f g . Then there exist ¨ g g , ¨ gi ndqa j ndqa i ndqa ji j i
g , ¨ , ¨ / 0 such that f ¨ s f ¨ / 0. Define m [ max t g N N ndndqa i j i i j j kj
 .4q ta g V m . By assumption m , m G 1. Take w g g , w / 0k x i j k ndqm a kk k
such that ¨ s f m ky1 w . Since g [ C f q Cakq Ce is isomorphic tok k k k . k k k
 .sl 2 , one has
e f p¨ s e f m kqp y1 wk k k k k k
m qpy2 m qpy2 kk ks m q p y 1 y m q p y 2 f q f a w .  .k k k k k k
s m q p y 1 m y p q 2 f m kqp y2 w .  .k k k
s m q p y 1 m y p q 2 f py1¨ . 1 .  .  .k k k k
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 .  .Suppose that nd q a q a f V m . Then e ¨ s 0, hence m m q 1 ¨i j x i j i i i
s e f ¨ s e f ¨ s f e ¨ s 0 which is a contradiction. Thus, nd q a q ai i i i j j j i j i j
 .g V m . Then there exists u g g , u / 0 such that u s e ¨ sx ndqa qa i ji j
 .ce ¨ , c / 0. Suppose that nd " a . a f V m . Then f ¨ s f ¨ s 0j i i j x i j j i
and by Lemma 6, a q a is a root of s . One hasi j p 9
f , f u s f f u y f f u s cf f e ¨ y f f e ¨i j i j j i i j j i j i i j
s f ak¨ y cf ak¨ s a y ca f ¨ . .j i j i j i i j ji i i
 .On the other hand by 1
f , f u s f , f e ¨ s e f , f ¨ y e , f , f ¨ s e f f ¨ q a f ¨i j i j i j i i j j i i j j i i j j i j j j
s e f 2 ¨ q a f ¨ s m m q 1 q a f ¨ . .i i i i j i i i i i j i i
f , f u s c f , f e ¨ s ce f , f ¨ y c e , f , f ¨i j i j j i j i j i j i j i
s yce f f ¨ y ca f ¨j j i i ji i i
s yce f 2 ¨ y ca f ¨ s yc m m q 1 q a f ¨ . . .j j j ji i i j j ji i i
 . .These identities imply a a s m m m q 1 m q 1 G 4 which contra-i j ji i j i j
dicts i, j g I9 n I.
 .Conversely, suppose nd q a q a , nd q a y a g V m . If also ndi j i j x
 .q a y a g V m then, by Lemma 6, a q a is not a root of s and,j i x i j p 9
w xtherefore, f , f s 0. Take u g g , u / 0 and write ¨ [ f u,i j ndqa qa i ji j w x¨ [ f u. Then ¨ g g and ¨ / 0. Hence f ¨ y f ¨ s f , f u s 0.j i k ndqa k i i j j i jk
 .Now suppose that nd q a y a f V m . Then, by Lemma 6, a q a isj i x i j
 . a root of s whence nd q a q 2a g V m . Thus the set nd q a qp 9 i j x i
4 r e w xta l D ; D contains at least four elements. By 2, Proposition 5.1 it isj q q
  .4a finite set, hence there exists t [ max t g N N nd q a q ta g V m ;0 i j x
< 4 r e <set b [ nd q a q t a . If nd q a q ta l D G 5 then b y 2a ,i 0 j i j q j
r e  .  .b y 4a g D and b y 4a " b f D whence b y 4a N b s b N b yj q j j
 .  .  .4 a N b s 0 which contradicts 2 a N b g Z b N b . Thus, nd q a yj j i
2a , nd q a q 3a f D hence a s y1.j i j ji
 4Take u g g , u / 0. Then ¨ [ f f u g g _ 0 , ¨ [ f f undqa q2 a j i j ndqa i j ji j j
 4g g _ 0 and f ¨ / 0, f ¨ / 0. One has f ¨ s f f f u s f f f u yndqa i i j j j j j i j i j jiw x w x  .1yaji . w xf , f f u s f ¨ q f f , f u y ad f f u s f ¨ q f f , f u due toi j j i i j j i j i i i j j i
w x  4 w xSerre relations. But f , f u g g _ 0 , hence f , f u s l¨ . Thus,i j ndqa i j jj
 .1 q l f ¨ s f ¨ .j j i i
PROPOSITION 3. Let g be an affine algebra of type X  r . and m be aN x
 . qz -isotypical component of m such that nd g V m for some n g N ,p 9 p 9 x
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 .which is arbitrary for r s 1 and satisfies n ' 0 mod r for r s 2, 3. Then
 4  4V m s nd j nd q a 9 N a 9 g Zp 9 l D . w .  .x
 .  .  4Proof. Since nd g V m one has V m s nd q Zp 9 l D byx x q
 . r eLemma 1. By Lemma 4 it is enough to consider V m l D .x q
r e w x   .  .It follows from the description of D in 2, Proposition 6.3 cf. 2 ] 4q
Ê.   .4  .  .below , that nd q Zp 9 l D : V m . If a f p 9 then V m sx 0 x
Ê  .4nd q Zp 9 l D , hence we are done. Otherwise suppose that nd q
Ê .  .a 9 g V m with a 9 g Zp 9 _ Zp 9 l D . We can write a 9 s k a q a 0x 0 0
with k / 0 and a 0 g Zp 0.0
 . 1. w x18 If g is of type X then, by 2, Proposition 6.3N
r e q Ê Ê 4D s md q a N m g N , a g D j D . 2 .q q
 .Since a s 1, one has nd q a 9 s n q k d q a 0 y k u . The latter be-0 0 0
r e Êlongs to D if and only if a 0 y k u g D. Since u is the unique highestq 0
root of g and p 0 n p , this forces k s "1. Furthermore, the coefficientsÊ Ê 0
of a 0 are all either positive and k s 1, or all negative and k s y1. In0 0
r e Êthe first case by the description of D we have a 0 y u g D m a q a 0 s0
d q a 0 y u g Dr e . Similarly if k s y1, then ya q a 0 g Dr e .q 0 0 y
 .  r . 2. w28 If g is of type X , r s 2, 3 different from A then, by 2,N 2 l
xProposition 6.3 ,
r e q ÊD s md q a N m g N , m ' 0 mod r , a g D . 4q
q Ê Êj md q a N m g N , m k 0 mod r , a g D j D . 3 .  . 4s q
 .Since a s 1, one has nd q a 9 s n q k d q a 0 y k u . The latter be-0 0 0
r e Ê .longs to D if either n q k ' 0 mod r and a 0 y k u g D or n q k k 0q 0 0 0
Ê .mod r and a 0 y k u g D . Since u is the unique highest short root of gÊ0 s
and p 0 n p this forces k s "1, " 2. Furthermore, the coefficients ofÊ 0
a 0 are all either positive and k ) 0, or all negative and k - 0. If either0 0
r e Êk s 2 and r s 3 or k s 1 then, by the description of D , a 0 y k u g D0 0 0 s
m k a q a 0 s d q a 0 y k u g Dr e. If k s 2 and r s 2 then a 0 y 2u0 0 0 0
Ê r eg D m 2a q a 0 s 2d q a 0 y 2u g D . Similarly, if k s y1, y2 then0 0
k a q a 0 g Dr e.0 0
 . 2.  . 38 Suppose that g is of type A . If l s 1 then V m s 2n q2 l x
. 4k a q na N k s 0, " 1 whence the assertion follows. If l ) 1 then, by0 1
w x2, Proposition 6.3
r e q ÊD s a q md N m g N , m ' 0 mod 2 , a g D . 4q
q Êj a q md N m g N , m ' 1 mod 2 , a g D . 4s
1 q Ê Êj a q 2m y 1 d N m g N , a g D j D . 4 .  . . 4l q2
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Ê  4   . 4Since a s 2 and D s "u j "u . 2 a q ??? qa N 2 F j F l , one0 l 1 jy1
has
1 q Êa q 2m y 1 d N m g N , a g D . . 4l2
s md " a q ??? qa N m g Nq, 1 F j F l . 5 .  . 40 jy1
 .If k s 2m , m / 0 then nd q a 9 s n q m d y m u q a 0. The latter0 0 0 0 0
r e Êbelongs to D if either m is even and a 0 y m u g D or m is odd andq 0 0 0
Êa 0 y m u g D . Since u is the unique highest root of g and p 0 n p thisÊ Ê0 s
forces m s "1 and, moreover the coefficients of a 0 are all either0
positive and m s 1 or all negative and m s y1. Using the description0 0
r e Ê r eof D one concludes that a 0 y m u g D m k a q a 0 g D . Suppose0 s 0 0
 .k s 2m " 1. Then nd q a 9 s n q m d " a y m u q a 0, which is a0 0 0 0 0
 .root if either a 0 y m u s 0 or a 0 y m u s " a q ??? qa for some0 0 1 jy1
 .2 F j F l. Since p 0 n p this forces m s 0 and a 9 s " a q ??? qa .Ê 0 0 jy1
By the description of Dr e one gets a s "a " b g Dr e if and only if a is0
of the above form.
 .COROLLARY 2. Retain the conditions of Proposition 3. Then V m sqq x
 4  .  .nd q l9 with l9 being highest roots of s , H m s N p 9 , and thep 9 x
 .  . < < < <multiplicity of C in m is equal to C m s M n y p 9 s l y p 9 . Innd x x
particular, m is simple if and only if p 9 is maximal and connected.x
Proof. Observe that Zp 9 l D just consists of roots of s . Then onep 9
 .  .  .  4immediately concludes that H m s N p 9 and V m s nd q l9x qq x
where l9 are highest roots of s .p 9
 .  .  .Notice that C m s M n y  dim V nd q l9 . By Lemma 7,x l9 nd
 .  .f g / f g for i / j because a y a f D for any i, j g I9i ndqa j ndqa i ji j
 .  . which implies by w nd " a . a f V m . Therefore,  dim V nd qi j x l9
.  . < <  .  4l9 s dim f g s p 9 . Finally, m with V m _ nd / B[nd ig I9 i ndqa x xi
 .  .is simple if and only H m s 1, C m s 0.x x
Remark 1. One may prove the above corollary without using Lemma 7.
 .  .Indeed, since w holds, V nd q l9 is isomorphic to the adjoint[ l9
 .representation of s as a s -module. In particular, V nd q l9[p 9 p 9 l9 nd
 .is isomorphic to h as a vector space. Therefore,  dim V nd q l9 sp 9 l9 nd
< <dim h s p 9 . However, we shall use Lemma 7 in situations where thisp 9
second argument is not applicable.
In the remainder of the paper we shall be considering certain ``bad''
 .cases, namely the ones for which w is not valid. However, by virtue of
Lemma 7 it is possible to exhaust all the situations when m is a simplex
s -module. From now on we assume that g is of type X  r ., r s 2, 3, andp 9 N
 .  .nd g V m with n k 0 mod r .x
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TABLE I
 .  .  .  4Type p p 9 M n y C m V m _ ndÊ x x
 r .X ,N
Ê Ê< <r s 2, 3 a f p 9 p 9 l D nd q a 9 : a 9 g Zp 9 l D0 s s
2.  4  .A A a 1 2n q k a q na , k s "1, " 22 1 0 0 1
2. ÊA , nd q a 9 : a 9 g Zp 9 l D2 l s
XÊ 4 < <  .  4l ) 1 C a ; p 9 p 9 l D q 1 nd" a q???qa : a , . . . , a :pl 0 s 0 jy1 0 jy1 0
Ê .nd " 2a q a 0 : a 0 g Np 0, u y a 0 g D0 q
2. Ê Ê 4 < <A C a , a ; p 9 p 9 l D nd q a 9 : a 9 g Zp 9 l D2 ly1 l 0 1 s s
2.  4  .D B a , a ; p 9 1 nd " a q a 0 : a 0 g Zp 0,lq1 l 0 l 0
Êu y a 0 g Dq
2.  4 <  4 <  .E F a ; p 9 p 9 l a q 1 nd " a y a 0 : a 0 g Zp 0,6 4 0 1 0
Êu q a 0 g Dq
 4  4a , a , a nd " a0 0 2 0
nd " a , nd " a , nd y a " a ,0 1 0 1
nd y a y 2a0 1
3.  4  .D G a , a 1 nd q a q a , nd q 2a q a , n ' 1 mod 34 2 0 1 0 1 0 1
nd " a , nd " a , nd q a " a ,0 1 0 1
nd q a q 2a0 1
nd y a y a , nd y 2a y a ,0 1 0 1
 .n ' 2 mod 3
Note. In the first row a could be replaced by a for any special vertex j of the Dynkin0 j
diagram of g. The entries in the first row of the second column are determined by those in
subsequent rows. For example, if one takes X  r . in the first row to be A2. , then p is ofÊN 2 ly1
type C as in the fourth row.l
PROPOSITION 4. Let g be an affine algebra of type X  r ., r s 2, 3. Let mN x
 .be a z -isotypical component of m such that nd g V m for somep 9 p 9 x
q  .  .n g N , n k 0 mod r . Then V m is one of the forms listed in Table I.x
 .  .  4Proof. Since nd g V m one has V m s nd q Zp 9 l D byx x q
 . r eLemma 1. By Lemma 4 it is enough to consider V m l D . If g is ofx q
2. 3.  .type A or D then, using 3 , one can easily exhaust all possible2 4
 .  .  .  structures of V m . From 3 we conclude that V m = nd q Zp 9 lx x
Ê Ê.4  .   .4D . If a f p 9 then V m s nd q Zp 9 l D , so we are done. Fors 0 x s
2.  2. .  .A resp. D we may replace a with a resp. a in the above2 ly1 lq1 0 1 l
 .argument since the 1st resp. the lth vertex of the Dynkin diagram of g is
special. Hence in the remainder of the proof we assume that a g p 9 forj
all special vertices j of the Dynkin diagram of g. Suppose nd q a 9 g
Ê Ê .  .V m , a 9 g Zp 9 _ Zp 9 l D . Since nd q a 9 with a 9 g D is notx s l
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Ê .a root of g , we may assume that a 9 g Zp 9 _ Zp 9 l D . Write a 9 s
k a q a 0, a 0 g Zp 0.0 0
Let g be an affine Lie algebra of type X 2. different from A2.. ThenN 2 l
 . r end q a 9 s n q k d q a 0 y k u , which belongs to D if either n q k0 0 q 0
Ê .  .' 0 mod 2 and a 0 y k u g D or n q k ' 1 mod 2 and a 0 y k u g0 0 0
ÊD . The second condition never holds since p 0 n p and u is the uniqueÊs
highest short root of g. Thus, k s "1.Ê 0
For g of type A2. we omit the details since the argument is similar to2 l
the proof of Proposition 3.
Now we are able to describe highest weights and structure of s -p 9
 .  .modules m such that nd g V m and n k 0 mod r .x x
If g is of type A2. or D3. then the highest weights are obvious from the2 4
3.  4  .table. If g is of type D , p 9 s a , a , and say n ' 1 mod 3 then4 0 1
 .  .  .nd " a q a g V m . Then, by Lemma 7, f g s f g as0 1 x 0 ndqa 1 ndqa0 1
 .  .one should expect by Corollary 1. In both cases M n s 1 s H m , sox
 .m is a simple s -module cf. Corollary 1 .x p 9
Suppose a f p 9. Then0
¡ 2.  4N p 9 , g is of type A and a is not a connected . N l
component of p 9
2.~  4N p 9 y 1, g is of type A and a is a connectedH m s  . . N lx
component of p 9
2. 2.¢1, g is of type D or Elq1 6
 .  4and V m s nd q l9 with l9 being p 9-dominant short roots of g.Êqq x
 .  .  .Since nd " a . a f V m , f g l f g s B by Lemma 7.i j x i ndqa j ndqai j
Therefore,
C m s M n y dim V nd q l9 .  .  . ndx
l9
Ê< <s M n y dim f g s M n y p 9 l D . .  .  .[ i ndqa si
Êa gp 9lDi s
In particular, m is simple only if either g is of type D2. or g is of typex lq1
2. 2. Ê .E , A with p 9 = D l p and connected.Ê6 2 ly1 s
2.  .  .  .If g is of type A , l ) 1, a g p 9 then M n s l and H m s N p 92 l 0 x
 .  4or N p 9 y 1 if a is a connected component of p 9. Furthermore,l
Ê .  . < <  .C m s M n y p 9 l D y 1. Indeed, nd q a y a f V m for all i,x s i j x
 .  .j g p 9, whence by Lemma 7, f g l f g s B for any i, j g I9,i ndqa i ndqai i
Ê 4 .i / j. In particular, m is simple only if p 9 s a j D l p sx 0 s
 4 X  4a , . . . , a . The highest weight corresponding to p s a , . . . , a ,0 ly1 0 0 py1
 .1 F p F l, is of the form nd q 2 a q ??? qa ; all other highest weights0 py1
coincide with those in the case a f p 9.0
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2. Ê 4  .If g is of type A , a , a ; p 9 then M n s l y 1 and u y a 0 g D2 ly1 0 1
 4   .for a 0 g "a j a q ??? qa q 2 a q ??? qa , 3 F j F l, 1 F1 1 k kq1 jy1
4 .  .  .k F j y 2 l Zp 0 . Therefore, if a f p 9 then H m s N p 9 y 1 or2 x
 .  4  .N p 9 y 2 if a is a connected component of p 9. Otherwise H m sl x
Ê .  .  .  . < <N p 9 or N p 9 y 1. Furthermore, C m s M n y p 9 l D . Indeed,x s
 .  .nd q a q a , nd " a . a g V m , hence by Lemma 7, f g s0 1 0 1 x i ndqa i
 .  4  4f g if and only if i, j s 0, 1 . In particular, m is simple only ifj ndqa xj Ê 4 .  4p 9 s a j D l p s a , . . . , a .0 s 0 ly1
2. Ê 4  .If g is of type D , a , a ; p 9, then M n s 1 and a 9 g D forlq1 0 l s
Ê .  4a 9 s " a q ??? qa , a , . . . , a ; p 9 only while u y a 0 g D iflyk l lyk l q
  .a 0 g a q ??? qa , " a q ??? qa , a q ??? qa q a1 jy1 lyk l 1 jy1 lyk
4q ??? qa l Zp 0. Therefore, the unique highest weight is nd q a q al 0 1
 .q ??? qa q a q ??? qa and m is simple cf. Corollary 1 . Bypy1 lyk l x
 .  .  4  4Lemma 7, f g s f g if and only if i, j s 0, l .i ndqa j ndqai j2. Ê .Finally, if g is of type E , a g p 9, then M n s 2 and u y a 0 g D6 0
for
a 0 g a , a q a , 2a q a , a q a q a , a q 2a q a , 2a1 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1
qa q a , 2a q 2a q a , 2a q 3a q a , 2a q 3a q 2a ,2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
"a , " a q a , " a q a q a l Zp 04 .  .2 2 3 2 3 4
and one can easily write down highest weights for all possible choices of
 .  .p 9. In the present situation H m s 2 if a f p 9, a g p 9 and H mx 1 2 x
 .  . <  4 <s 1 otherwise. One has C m s M n y p 9 l a , a . Indeed, if a gx 0 1 2
 .p 9 then nd q a q a , nd " a . a g V m , hence by Lemma 7,0 2 0 2 x
 .  .  4  4f g s f g if and only if i, j s 0, 2 . In particular, m isi ndqa j ndqa xi j
 4simple only if p 9 = a , a .0 1
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